






Reflection
on Joy
JOY KENNEDY 

Perhaps it should be no surprise that this theme should be one that is
especially personal to me. But I would like rather to engage it through
the words of C.S. Lewis, of Narnia fame, and who wrote poems and
theological works that have had a great impact on my own
encounters with Joy.

 

In 1948, the year I was born, he wrote a memoir, Surprised by Joy: The Shape of
My Early Life, the account of his conversion to Christianity. Earlier in a letter to
a “Mrs Ellis”, 19 August 1945, he says: “It jumps under one’s ribs and tickles down
one’s back and makes one forget meals and keeps one (delightedly) sleepless o’
nights. It shocks one awake when the other puts one to sleep. My private table is
one second of joy is worth 12 hours of Pleasure. I think you really quite agree
with me.”

Joy, he would write in his memoir, later, “must be sharply distinguished both
from Happiness and Pleasure. Joy (in my sense) has indeed one characteristic,
and one only, in common with them; the fact that anyone who has experienced it
will want it again … I doubt whether anyone who has tasted it would ever, if both
were in his power, exchange it for all the pleasures in the world. But then Joy is
never in our power and Pleasure often is.” I find great resonance in his poem in
his book, ‘JOY’ 



“Rapture will
not stay”
Today was all unlike another day.
The long waves of my sleep near
morning broke 
On happier beaches, tumbling
lighted spray
Of soft dreams filled with promise.
As I woke,
Like a huge bird, Joy with the
feathery stroke
Of strange wings brushed me over.
Sweeter air
Came never from dawn’s heart. The
misty smoke
Cooled it upon the hills. It touched
the lair
Of each wild thing and woke the
wet flowers everywhere…



We do not know the language
Beauty speaks,
She has no answer to our
questioning,
And ease to pain and truth to one
who seeks
I know she never brought and
cannot bring.
But, if she wakes a moment, we must
fling
Doubt at her feet, not answered, yet
allayed.
She beats down wisdom suddenly.
We cling
Fast to her flying skirts and she will
fade,
Even as the kiss of welcome, into the
deepest shade…



And then I knew that this was all
gone over.
I shall not live like this another day.
Tomorrow I will go wandering, a
poor lover
Of earth, rejected, outcast every way,
And see not, hear not. Rapture will
not stay
Longer than this, lest mortals grow
divine
And old laws change too much. The
sensitive ray
Of Beauty, her creative vision fine,
Pass. I am hers, but she will not
again be mine.    
  

~C.S. Lewis~on JOY~, Thomas
Nelson, Inc., 1998 



Joy.
JULIA MARROCCO
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Carrie Cardwell (April 2021)

"The process help[ed] me
make sense of our world. 

Inspired by a photo seen in a
photography show in
Montreal 2 summers ago, the
image is of a young black
woman in beautiful clothing. 

She has presence and soul,"



Joy
ALIE RUTTY

Joy is falling asleep on the couch
while watching an old TV show you
used to love, in a place that didn’t
always feel like home. But now it
does. 



I catch glimpses of joy when I look at
my plants in the morning. Or when the
sun shining through my window puts a
smile on my face.

I feel joy with my partner – a term I
didn’t always use, but now it feels so
right. 
I feel joy when I steal his sweater, and
see his prints, and when I feel his
support and encouragement. 

I feel joyful when I take time for
myself.
When I get to work late because of an
audition. 
When I take the streetcar to take my
time. 
When I stretch on my bed when no
one’s watching. 



Joy is seeing a dog prance down the
street. 
Joy is sitting barefoot in a park. 
Joy is ordering from my favourite
Chinese food place, just for fun. 

Joy is hearing my dad got his
vaccine. 
Joy is talking about TV shows with
my mum. 
Joy is looking forward to the next
time I can see my dog. 

Joy is in the little things. The things
that no pandemic can take away
from me. 



Unprecedented
Times
JULIA MARROCCO









Zachary Cardwell (April 2021)

"A natural feeling in a familiar place"



Secrets hide in New perspectives

Also cats teach you how hard to pet them.

This is breaking news to my head.

live with the melody inside your bones, 

What I have fathomed has been exceeded

The muscle pulls, my heart bends

the emotion of water shapes the rhythm



When I listen to the shore, the
thoughts of pain against the grains

the sands tougher by the emotion
stick and stay upon the ground 

when the chaos blows, my mind erodes

but my nature still remains, even if
the way I changed was ugly, 

I would need that anyway.

Tsunami have warped a tortuous
soul, a snap we cannot fix, 



But our neuro- electric plasticity will
always mend us quick. We think we need
the best of us, to help us through the day,

what is so great about us, may change
and help us through new days. 

When thinking of those who leave,
without their final wish, 

I wonder what they left for me, what of
mine could we trade

It is not a question of give and take



It is more of a train. 

The elements, have an uneven touch on
the seasons, I suppose, Just remember

the temperature of the sun, is not even
consistent to the sphere, even further still,
the days and nights are one. 

The weather you face here, is a universe
within

So as I breathe the salty air, And feel my
blood become, 



Healed by the stones around, today I
settles, here. 

The ghosts leave with each breath have
exalted madness here, 

I live with them and sadness, until we have
both seen clear. 

- Cameron Cardwell



Across the
Boundaries
JOHN SPRAGGE

The spirit reaches past the bounds of time
 Beyond the measures set by curving space
 And into musics where our hopes can rhyme
 And hand clasps of our souls will find a place

The patterns drawn by Euclid in the sand
 The axes known in numbers by Descartes
 The clear seen logic passed from hand to hand
 Joins atoms, gears, and stars in one great chart

Beyond the patterns of the mind and eye
 Lie mists and dark of truths beyond our grasp
 Where swirls of light describe a starry sky
 And generations share a poem’s clasp

From sonnet’s rhyme and metre in the frame
 Through thought and heart and love we pass the flame

 
 










